Teaching Activity

“Lost Youth: Four Stories of Injured Young Workers” a link to the Videos and Discussion Guide.


Michael, Jennifer, John, and Nick all speak of losing their youth after suffering serious workplace accidents.

The four injured young workers speak candidly and emotionally about how workplace accidents changed their lives forever. Through accident re-enactments and interviews with the four young adults and their parents, “Lost Youth” explores what all young workers, employers, and parents can do to prevent other youth from being injured or killed in the workplace.

The discussion guide was developed to provide background for viewing the video and suggestions for facilitating discussion and viewing.

Pre-viewing by teachers is strongly encouraged as much of the subject matter can be very graphic and disturbing. There are two versions, one edited for language.

The videos are also available on YouTube:
Lost Youth (full)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DMT5OFw5OCQ

Lost Youth (edited)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mlkvyjsxz9A